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Abstract

Purpose – This analysis seeks to explore digitalization as a performance driver of supply chains, 
particularly the job of data analytics in the digitalization of procurement. The analysis investigates 
how electronic procurement abilities are connected to information analytics abilities and supply chain 
functional performance, and how this links to business results.
Design/methodology/approach – Using dynamic and operational abilities as foundations for information 
analytics features, this study analyzed the electronic procurement abilities and proposed the conceptual 
style and hypotheses for empirical testing. The collected business survey information and structural 
equation strategy are then assessed to evaluate the hypotheses.
Results – The study confirms favorable and significant associations between electronic procurement 
abilities, data analytics abilities and supply chain efficiency. Electronic procurement abilities mediate 
the good connection between external data analytics abilities and supply chain efficiency.
Functional implications – From the managerial perspective, the findings highlight the benefits of 
increasing information from gathered information and digitalized procedures. Supervisors should look 
at information utilization abilities to improve the functionality expected from the digitalization of supply 
chain activities. Additionally, managers must think about exploiting information through new innovative 
methods as part of standardized activities.
Originality/value – The current study plays a role in the present understanding by checking out the 
mediating role of data analytics features in between the digitalization of procurement and supply chain 
efficiency. The findings support a good connection between the data analytics abilities and supply chain 
performance in electronic upstream supply chain procurement procedures. The current study additionally 
clarifies the effect and role of data analytics features in electronic supply chain growth and achievement.
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1. Introduction
For businesses competing in the worldwide market, the functional company processes that make up the

firms’ supply chains are indicated by too much information and data exchange. To improve their competitive 
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position, businesses should be ready to successfully utilize and convert available data into insights helpful for 
decision-making and coordination in buying and supply chain management (SCM). SCM concentrates on optimizing 
material and goods flows by sharing and analyzing information regarding the supply chain tasks in external and 
internal business transactions (Babar & Arif, 2019). Turbulence in the firms’ environments boosts volatility and 
enhances the danger of failure in supply chains, forcing businesses to find methods to boost the agility and 
structural flexibility of the supply chain. Consequently, a significant target of SCM could be the digitalization of 
real time info sharing between devices in supply chains (Balbin et al., 2020). The adoption of new solutions 
and technologies within the supply chain increases the accessibility of data from external and internal sources 
(Sazu & Jahan, 2022c). To exploit digitalization efficiently, organizations should solve the sensible problems to 
improve their data analytics capabilities and consequent investigation gaps will be identified in the SCM (Lee, 
2018). In this specific, associations between information analytics features, the maturity of electronic procurement 
procedures and the functionality of the company processes for knowing the impact of the Web of Things on 
the SCM worth further analyze, where empirical scientific studies have the potential to determine and to build 
connected ideas (Gohar et al., 2018).

The functionality impacts of the powerful abilities of a company materialize in three diverse forms: as 
measurable performance compared with competitors, as expertise transfer and as flexibility. Moreover, SCM 
needs organizational abilities, together with additional organizational online resources, and they are crucial sources 
of competitive advantage – grounded upon the resource-based perspective (RBP) – for the firm in the operations 
technique (Hussein et al., 2018). RBP is among the theories used in SCM, where most fundamental ideas and 
frameworks are implicitly dependent on the assumptions of RBP. A previous research indicates that there is an 
immediate link between the organizational capability to overcome digitalization difficulties and the general 
functionality of any firm, which may be assessed in conditions of both procedure efficiencies and powerful 
abilities (Jahan & Sazu, 2022a). In the latest scientific studies, technology abilities and analytics abilities about 
the business atmosphere have shown to be vital for SCM efficiency, while the job of organizational abilities 
specified by the RBP has diminished in the era of digitalization. Performance in the SCM context depends on 
sensing features, which include scanning, scenario working, and understanding development by professionals, 
which is meant to boost comprehending of rationality and strategic alternates of choices. The previous is 
a legitimate practice for dealing with trend-like long-range shifts, like digitalization, which arise in the market 
(Gohar et al., 2018). This enables SCM capability development through expertise transfer by reconfiguring 
present abilities into new ones. The ability development perspective sees technology adoption, realizing that 
capability and SCM performance are interconnected functions of a company, and this is the theoretical landscape 
to which this analysis contributes.

Researches exploring the impacts of digitalization in the SCM context have discovered gaps in principle 
about the interaction between technology maturity, the power to recognize the atmosphere, and powerful 
reconfiguration of supply chains (Sazu & Jahan, 2022c). To handle the gap, this analysis considers the connections 
between organizational attention, big data utilization and the implementation of electronic procurement pursuits. 
This supports the indirect effects of analytics features and supply chain activities, which have been hypothesized 
earlier (Sazu & Jahan, 2022a). The task of the present electronic applications and processes for supply chains 
is only to support great data analytics, and the integration of information from various energy sources in the 
supply chain. To be disruptive, these solutions have been used in the supply chain system analytics degree, and 
as well, much more broadly, at the tactical and strategical levels in supply chain planning and design (Hao et al., 
2019). Empirical analysis would need to focus on the job of data analytics abilities and electronic procurement 
features in supply chains, especially on the impact of data analytics on supply chain and company efficiency.
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This analysis investigates the relationship between information analytics features, digital procurement 
abilities and supply chain efficiency. A survey instrument is created to gather responses from supply chain 
supervisors on the adoption of many electronic procurement procedures and supply chain devices within their 
firm and the use of their external and internal data analytics methods. This data on adoption and usage are 
linked with methods of supply chain performance and business results. Based upon the present analysis, the 
study finds which company analytics methods and electronic procurement abilities positively influence supply 
chain efficiency and business results.

2. Literature review

2.1. Digitalization of buying and supply chains

This article first outlines the theoretical and contextual landscape for the research, after which a 
comprehensive treatment of research constructs will create the analysis type and construct the hypotheses 
based on pre-existing studies. The first subsection reviews and explains the concept of digitalization (Kayser et 
al., 2018). The business expectations of digitalization are discussed from the perspective of SCM and purchasing. 
For any present functions of the current analysis, digitalization is framed as the structure and adoption of 
organizational processes and resources to use analytics and data. Therefore, the analysis takes the RBP as the 
theoretical foundation and concentrates on the job of data analytics features to see the performance opportunity 
of digitalization (Keskar et al., 2022). Then the area moves on going over the various abilities and establishing 
the associations to be examined in the hypotheses.

2.2. Digital business and transformation expectations

Although digitalization remains a buzzword of academia and has been a buzzword of company professionals 
for many years, a consolidated definition for that idea has not been widely used by each practitioner and 
academic. To describe this principle, this section covers the definition, major business expectations, and 
characteristics related to digitalization in the context of SCM. Originating from a business viewpoint, the 
treatments promised by digitalization incorporate activities that:

l automate person resource intensive tasks;
l create substantial data from information; or
l redefine interactions among users of supply chains. Herein, the materials needed to progress digitalization 

with the organizations could be categorized as:
- tangible technical resources;
- new human resources; and
- intangible organizational methods.

The skills to promptly alter company procedures and interactions between source chain actors offer beneficial 
profits for the firm, but need to develop both analytical abilities and novel approaches to enhance or even 
automate creation. Next, electronic procedures are not a silver bullet for performance improvements. For 
example, the extremely active nature of the important information methods needs cross organizational ability 
growth. Third, the digitalization of business processes is not simply a technical challenge (Lee et al., 2014). It 
is an organizational job, in which the objective is to overcome many complex and attitudinal hurdles to improve 
the flexibility and capability of the firm to conform with its environment. Therefore, the best management must 
support the growth of electronic maturity of the workforce, allow testing of the techniques, and offer tools to 
enhance source chains with the electronic resources. Due to these visible dynamics of the discussed organizational 
abilities in applying the electronic transformation in the amount of the firm and its supply chain, the study uses 
the capability-based perspective as the theoretical lens for the present evaluation.
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2.3. Digital procurement as an organizational ability

Winter defined operational abilities as processes that allow firms to generate revenue in the temporary. 
Functional abilities introduce no change on the firm and, hence, are believed to be “zero level” abilities. Powerful 
abilities are defined as the ones that extend, modify or even produce the functional features. So, strategic 
and organizational techniques produce industry change by getting, integrating, reconfiguring and releasing the 
firm’s external and internal information. Sazu & Jahan (2022d) distinguish two levels of dynamic abilities. First-
order dynamic abilities are tasks that involve a little change outside the zero-level, enabling the firm to alter and 
adapt the operational processes of its activities. They are extremely patterned and routine-based, like product 
development and searches for new buyers segments. Collis is known as an author who has contributed at these 
skills’ dynamic improvements. Second-order powerful abilities enable the firm to create brand new energy and 
to deploy them as a competitive edge (Montoya-Torres et al., 2021).

Digitalization in the supply chain amount describes the setup of the above indicates in source management 
procedures to control information regarding external and internal operations. This information must be examined 
and interpreted to deliver the source management duties of a firm, to help decision-making, to be actionable in 
the strategic, operative, and tactical amounts (Jahan & Sazu, 2022b). Electronic procurement capabilities, thus, 
represent the firm’s potential to control information technology materials in its supply management activities. 
The take of internet-based technology pervades most main parts of the purchasing procedures, and it is known 
as e-procurement. E-procurement procedures work with digital remedies in the portion level (Wise, 2022). 
Therefore, the adoption along with the utilization price of the e-procurement methods and processes reflect 
the organizational maturity in exploiting electronic solutions in its purchasing purpose, in addition to the 
institutionalization of the electronic procurement operations in the firm.

2.4. The effect of electronic procurement on supply chain performance

Both the IoT and the big information are ideas of digitalization phenomena talking about systems of 
interconnected humans, platforms and devices, where measurement information is changed into context-related 
expertise to be used by the company management. The digitalized company activities depend on the platform 
covering:

l devices to acquire information from the actual world;
l network to transmit data from equipment and to users;
l cloud platform to keep information and to allow application development; and
l service level for interacting with the computer user.

The whole buying procedure needs to be viewed in the implementation of procurement methods (Trabucchi 
& Buganza, 2018). Both functional purchasing and sourcing pursuits have focused research on Airers4you’s 
supply chains (Zhu et al., 2019). Various procurement devices produce incorporated information management 
by providing procurement experts with easy to integrate, accurate and consistent information. Integrated 
processes and data analytics play a crucial role in the operation and development of this entity. The buying 
procedure is a crucial aspect in controlling the supply chain, as it directly impacts the supply chain functionality 
of a business. Based on earlier investigation, the adoption and use of electronic applications and processes can 
lead to many types of benefits which improve supply chain efficiency. E-procurement streamlines the management 
of the purchase-to-pay process, enhances procedure efficiency in addition to the supply chain, and reduces risks 
regarding procurement (Wright et al., 2019). There is evidence that e-procurement methods can boost supply 
chain efficiency by increasing transparency. Digitized procedures also decrease management and transaction 
costs. More broadly, further process related benefits in the electronic supply chain can include flexible, agile 
and faster processes.
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Digitalization provides opportunities to enhance performance and ensure greater reliability rates. At 
a specific level, the purposes and types of digitalization depend on the place in the SCM activity they are 
implemented. In the procurement process, electronic procurement abilities are able to produce significant 
impacts on the enhancement of procedure efficiency in addition to see inside the supply chain (Yang et al., 
2017). Electronic procurement abilities reflect the maturity and rate of utilization of the electronic procurement 
operations in the firm – it is not the accessibility of electronic methods that realizes the benefits, but their 
frequent and consistent utilization. Therefore, the subsequent hypothesis is proposed:

H1: Digital procurement abilities positively influence supply chain efficiency.

2.5. Effect of data analytics utilization on supply chain performance

Many details in the purchasing and supply chain are made from numerous programs, which allow 
management to recognize trends and risks in sourcing marketplaces and inform choices to enhance the output 
of the firm. SCM information analytics combines data from different sources from external and internal company 
environments and refines the information for problem solving, predicting, decision-making. To exploit their 
heterogeneous set of information, businesses must create analytical data and capabilities processing methods 
in the SCM field because the digitalization of SCM applies to the quality and accessibility of information. Sazu 
and Jahan (2022a) define company analytics in the SCM context as the “application of different innovative analytic 
methods to provide information to answer questions or even resolve problems”. They mention that analytics, 
instead of simply being a technology, describes the combined use of various methods, procedures and tools to 
acquire and analyze information, and to foresee the results of various remedies to SCM difficulties. For example, 
SCM information science tries to resolve substantive issues within SCM, predict results and enhance quality by 
utilizing both qualitative and quantitative data sources and analysis techniques in worldwide trading.

Numerous research has noted the effect of information, analytical abilities on operational efficiency 
(Sazu & Jahan, 2022a). Electronic automation through remote monitoring and sensors has proven to have a 
significant positive connection with supply chain efficiency. Nevertheless, according with the earlier analysis is 
clear that information methods do not instantly enhance organizational performance, and the information is 
not adequate to help the functionality, simply because the impact of data analytics is twofold in supply chains 
and operations (Sazu & Jahan, 2022d). For starters, applications for running distinct industry procedures are 
essential for automating and integrating information flows which allow organizations to react quickly to changes 
on the market. Next, different competences, organizational leadership and processes are serious enablers for 
realizing the possibility of electronic tools. Automated and incorporated procedures also require appropriate 
utilization and analytics of information to acquire value from electronic systems and processes (Morabito, 
2015). To do this, it is crucial that they to have access to the latest data, usually kept in operational databases. 
Consequently, we set the next hypothesis as follows:

Firms should be aware of need for renewals in procurement operations. Thus, it is positive that:

H2: Data analytics abilities positively influence supply chain efficiency.

2.6. Effect of supply chain efficiency on company success

The supply chain efficiency drives business success primarily through the coherency of the technique 
and the efficiency of operations. The method part is connected to the clarity of the functions between the various 
entities in the complete company ecosystem, which helps the supervisors in shaping each organization toward 
a good form. The next factor – operations – considers both provider connection and the efficiency of the procedures 
inside a firm. To acquire an exceptional company performance, the firms should be aware of their positioning 
of the environment. At this point, the good effect of the coherent technique on company efficiency relates to 
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a healthy set of capability and competitive priorities to use assets for developing a sustained naturally competitive 
advantage. Enough activities for the company appear to result in a decrease of lead times in generation, in 
client orders and in delivery, which almost all have good externalities assessed by client retention rates (Sazu & 
Jahan, 2022b). Nevertheless, the supply chain performance pushed benefits might not constantly be recognized 
as business results, especially in the situation of complicated relationships or products. The latest scientific 
studies have also proven that minimal item complexity and substantial industry complexity are markers for 
likely profitable targets for investments in business procedure digitalization (Nguyen , 2018).

The framework for computing supply chain efficiency includes operational, tactical and strategical amounts. 
Moreover, both financial and qualitative indicators are identified as essential in computing supply chain efficiency 
(Niebel et al., 2019). As there are many indicators for computing supply chain efficiency, in this research we 
have limited the measurement to cover pre-existing measurement constructs. We have utilized equally tactical 
and operational performance products in supply chain efficiency, like the flexibility, source efficiency, integration, 
fees, speed, delivery reliability, in addition to exposure of the supply chain. As digitalization builds presence in 
supply chains, it is essential to additionally look into this together with the performance. Based on Williams et 
al. (2013), supply chain visibility is only one result of outside integration and describes the access to high quality 
information that explains different factors of supply and demand.

To sum up, improving supply chain relationships via info engineering has furnished benefits in functionality, 
transaction costs, visibility, delivery times and a much better inventory turnover. Considering the prior arguments, 
we establish the next hypothesis as follows:

H3: Supply chain efficiency positively influences company performance.

2.7. Summary of the conceptual framework

The study focuses on external and internal data analytics features, electronic procurement ability, and 
their influence on supply chain efficiency. We will additionally check out the connection between information 
analytics abilities and electronic procurement abilities, mediating the job of electronic procurement ability 
among data analytics and supply chain efficiency. Bodily data analytics contains the strategies or maybe applications 
of SC used to resolve the integration of inner supply chain procedures, and outside data analytics describes 
the merging of outside details from suppliers. Moreover, the connection between supply chain efficiency and 
company efficiency is analyzed. The figure below presents the conceptual framework of the research. The 
framework combines the hypotheses and primary associations between ideas discussed earlier in the research. 
Arrows in the figure show the assumed cause-and-effect associations between principles.

Research model
Source: Authors.
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3. Research methodology
This analysis is based on a survey conducted in American manufacturing and service businesses and 

concentrates on their outside downstream supply chain activities. The sample was obtained from large 
manufacturing companies. Over 600 big and medium-sized businesses, representing many regions in America, 
have been selected for the sample. Among phone contacted businesses to determine the best appropriate 
informant in relation to SCM and digitalization from those businesses outreached, 348 respondents agreed to 
participate in the survey, along with a web link in the questionnaire.

A total of 203 solutions have been received, representing a response rate of 39%. The survey used an 
internet questionnaire working with the Google Form. The survey respondents represented various service and 
manufacturing industries. The respondents were having various job profiles: 34% were from top management, 
40% were out of center management, and 26% were professionals. The respondents’ features within their 
businesses have been split as follows: sales – 15.3%, generation – 14.8%, buying and supply chain – 13.9%, 
logistics – 6%, ICT – 8.9%, R&D – 6%, business development – 21.8%, along with other – 12.8%.

4. Findings
The developed survey instrument provided firm history info. Numerous constructs informed the 

measurement pieces. The survey instrument was pretested with a team of experts before being transferred 
to the respondents. Survey items have been identified from literature and because of synergy with business 
professionals. Individuals answered the questions on a five-point Likert scale, where five indicated complete 
agreement and one indicated complete responses are hence their subjective evaluations of the group they 
represent. For a wider understanding, the survey even included open issues. These questions were not mandatory, 
and the respondents can bypass individual questions at their own discretion. Because of this, the number of 
responses to specific issues varied somewhat.

The evaluation of the research type for testing the hypothesis was achieved by the partial minimum square 
path modeling method to achieve strong outcomes, because some amount of non-normality of collinearity 
and distribution of the observed variables occurred in the information, and the sample size was rather small. The 
intricacy of research type by the examined paths advocates also uses of the PLS estimator just for the structural 
design. The non-normality problems of the information may also be resolved in the covariance based structural 
equation modeling, which results in significantly greater sample size specifications for reliable outcomes. We 
applied SmartPLS 3.0 software program for data evaluation.

4.1. Validity and reliability of the measurement design

To evaluate the typical technique bias, we conducted the total collinearity test, which will be the detailed 
process for the simultaneous assessment of each lateral and vertical collinearity. In the check, the variance inflation 
variables are produced for those independent variables in a version. The occurrence of any VIF more than 3.3 
is suggested as a sign that widespread approach bias might pollute a product. Depending on the VIFs obtained 
for any independent variables in the unit, there are zero independent variables with VIF more than 3.3, and, 
therefore, we might think that no typical technique bias is present in the information set. The measurement design 
was validated pertaining to its:

l internal consistency and reliability;
l convergent validity of the aspect structure; and
l discriminant validity.

Build reliability analysis was put on to assess the measurement reliability and typical variance extracted 
for assessing variance caught from independent constructs. The crucial value for the CR coefficient is with CR = 
0.50, which shows appropriate reliability when the unit validity is sufficient. The measurements for reliabilities 
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in Table 1 show the reliability of variables, in which CRs differ from higher 0.83 to an impressive 0.84. To validate 
the factor system, we analyzed:

l significance;
l weight of component loadings; and
l cross-loadings between independent elements.

For the measurement version, most loadings were found to be significant, sufficient, in which weights 
differ from 0.58 to 0.70. The AVE suggests a convergence validity appropriate for those independent elements, 
exactly where the ideas arrived at an important worth of AVE: 0.50. In the final stage, the discriminant validity of 
the unit was estimated to ensure that the empirical uniqueness of every independent construct is not represented 
by others. We applied:

l cross loadings of the measurement items; and
l the square root of AVE and the heterotrait minority ratio of correlations for that job.

As a conclusion, we find that all measurement pieces presented huge loadings to the independent elements, 
and cross loadings stayed at a sufficient level, under 0.338. The discriminant validity of the measurement design 
was well translated. Fornell-Larcker criterion demonstrates that the square origins of AVE are significantly above 
the correlations between the independent elements.

Table 1. Reliability measurement

Loading t-value p-value Mean SD CR AVE
Digital procurement ability 0.67 10.15 0.00 2.08 1.42 0.84 0.59
Supply chain performance 0.72 16.63 0.00 2.99 0.87 0.84 0.58
Business performance 0.79 6.26 0.00 3.18 0.80 0.83 0.70

4.2. Partial minimum square path model

In the evaluation of the key consequences in the product, defined by hypotheses, the bootstrap sample 
size was n = 101, comparable to the initial test. The resampling of the information was repeated on 5,000 occasions 
in the evaluation, and that is enough for estimating the parameters in the version. The caliber of the structural 
design was tested and validated from the following steps:

l collinearity issues and general fit;
l explanatory power; and
l path significances.

That is a signal for the variance taken into the independent constructs. The R2 for the independent variables 
in the design was DPCap = 0.285, SCPerform = 0.251 and BPerform = 0.219, indicating a sufficient amount of 
explanatory power, no matter the relatively small sample, because the genuine trend in the focus is extremely 
complex, like the numerous influences outside the tested model. Moreover, predictive relevance assessed by 
Q2 for every endogenous construct was good, indicating a sufficient amount of in-sample explanatory power 
and out-of-sample of prediction of the product with the trend and coming from the part of generalizability of 
the outcomes.

Table 2. Test of hypothesis

Hypothesis Effect Path β t-statistics p-value
H1 Direct DPCap > SCPerform 0.285 2.762 0.006
H2 Direct Analytics > SCPerform 0.251 2.417 0.016
H3 Direct SCPerform > BPerform 0.219 2.264 0.024
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The examined path design indicates that electronic procurement abilities have a significant influence on 
supply chain efficiency, confirming H1. We additionally discovered that the supply chain performance has a 
statistically significant influence on company efficiency, confirming assumptions provided in H2, which support 
findings of the latest literature. The inner analytics had a significant influence on supply chain efficiency, which 
supports H3.

The procedure is recommended because the PLS does not provide well-established world-wide fit measures. 
The test confirms the general structure of the research version. In summary, the results suggest that analytical 
abilities increasing organizational understanding of the efficiency of the procedures do not improve electronic 
procurement abilities. On the other hand, the marketplace analytic capabilities which offer understanding, thinking 
about the state of the operating atmosphere, appears to evolve with the digitalization of procurement pursuits.

5. Discussion
Putting together the resource-based viewpoint on organizational tasks, the study examined the firms’ 

abilities to exploit electronic resources in their supply management processes, and to control the adopted materials 
in value creation. In particular, the study explored the role of external and internal data analytics capabilities 
as essential complementarities to technological information. The value of data analytics in procurement and 
supply chains is the growing quantity of data available. This makes sense of this information and is turning into 
an essential capability for naturally competitive supply chains. Whenever the data from systems that are different, 
platforms and energy sources in the supply system are mixed, perhaps like the activities of customers, fresh 
possibilities and data-based service innovative developments usually take place.

The inspiration behind the focus and the research on external and internal data analytics develops from 
the perspective that organizational abilities are complementarities for the technical energy and assets that firms 
acquire and, therefore, can play a crucial role in the digitalization of the supply chain – like the procurement 
process. Additionally, present studies frequently focus on the adoption of resources and assets as proxies of the 
skills because they are much easier to be measured. RBP posits which sustainable competitive advantage is 
made from advanced configurations of organizational energy. While technical assets are imitable and tradable, 
giving short-term naturally competitive advantage, knowledge, ability is institutionalized and lodged in the 
procedures and regimes of the firm. Combining these kinds of non-tradable and inimitable heterogeneous assets 
can transform short-term resource benefits into a long-term competitive advantage. This produces investigation 
gaps regarding the source complementarities, as investments in technology alone do not explain the sustained 
naturally competitive advantage that firms might acquire from digitalizing their supply chain.

The outcomes identify the value of data analytics features in the digitalizing supply chain activities 
environment. Surprisingly, the results suggest that outside data analytics features, like employing big data, 
reinforce the firm’s electronic procurement ability. Even though the speed of utilizing outside market related 
details did not have a statistically significant influence on supply chain performance, the outside analytics ability 
has a significant influence on electronic procurement abilities. The findings show support for the indirect impact 
of outside data analytics on the supply chain efficiency through electronic procurement ability. The outside 
information analytics features, which offer understanding and thinking about the state of the working environment, 
appear to coevolve with the digitalization of procurement pursuits. This finding supports the call for brand new 
analytical methods associated with big data in procurement.

In contrast, bodily data analytics abilities directly help supply chain performance. This is consistent with 
the study by Tortorella et al. (2017), who discovered that method solutions have a significant good connection 
with supply chain efficiency. Nevertheless, a statistically significant influence between the organizations’ ability 
to use inner details and electronic procurement abilities was not discovered. This implies that analytical abilities, 
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which increase organizational understanding of the efficiency of inner processes, do not function as drivers for 
the improvement of digital procurement abilities.

The contribution of the research on digitalization in supply chains is twofold. For starters, the study finds 
that the adoption and use of info systems have an influence on the functionality of the supply chain, and, more 
important, on the wider business success of manufacturing businesses. While earlier researches have operationalized 
various constructs in their models, the complete investigation conclusions are aligned; the electronic supply chain 
procedures influence functionality and transaction expense. The framework of Chae et al. (2017) conceptualizes 
SC analytics as a pair of complementarities because of the focused IT enabled resources: information management, 
performance planning and SC planning. In RBP, complementarities are organizational information necessary 
for a specific advantage to work, like analytics. The experiments of Chae et al. (2017) focus on the production 
planning aspect of SCM procedures. Their analyses confirm mediated interactions between operational supply 
and SC analytics chain efficiency, but absolutely no support for the immediate effect. The present analysis focuses 
on the procurement side and in addition confirms the immediate effect between inner analytics features and 
SC efficiency. While Chae et al. (2017) investigate inner analytics for manufacturing control applications, the 
present analysis additionally thinks outside data analytics abilities and finds the mediated effect: outside analytics 
features influence supply chain effectiveness from the electronic abilities of the procurement functionality.

To recap, these findings support the current literature, which states that info systems only enhance an 
organization’s performance. Thus, the outcomes align with the fundamental assumptions of RBP, which pinpoint 
the job of organizational abilities or maybe competences as vital complementarities to technical information. 
The information sharing and analytical abilities of supply chain procedures are crucial ingredients of supply chain 
performance. It is also sensible to believe that by combining them, supply chain digitization may be increased. 
For upstream supply chain processes, the improvement of information exchange engineering might not be as 
fast as in downstream tasks, though it is crucial to be aware that the relationship between upstream electronic 
data and processes analysis impacts the functionality of the whole supply chain. Firms that incorporate downstream 
and upstream supply chain procedures improve the ability of both customers and suppliers to use information 
sharing and integration through the entire supply chain. The outcomes of the current study are in line with a 
prior study in which sharing information upstream and downstream enhanced the supply chain performance 
in general. To achieve the full benefits of SCM digitization, it is not simply an automatization of the procedures 
needed, but also to leverage understanding in each downstream and upstream operation. The digital supply chain 
description additionally requires the automation of information collection by both the supplier and the customer, 
to ensure that the knowledge of the company environment is not skewed.

6. Conclusions and limitations

6.1. Conclusions

Proper utilization of the chances emerging from digitalization in the SCM requires answering to questions 
regarding specialized features, cross organizational procedures and abilities to process information available. 
The primary key issues in the specified context are associated with the vast quantity of information from external 
and internal sources, produced by brand new technologies inside the supply chain. To describe the dynamics 
in the SCM amount, the powerful capability framework and RBP provide a theoretical landscape to guide the 
conversation about the functions of sensing, seizing plus reconfiguration abilities and regular organizational features 
to construct resilient SC. This analysis addresses principal gaps regarding the interaction between the technology 
adoption of businesses, the effectiveness and knowledge creation of the SCM. These elements were based on 
big data utilization, the implementation of electronic procurement pursuits and performance implications.
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This analysis investigates digitalization in the source management process by examining, using internal 
and external details, the job of electronic procurement abilities and data analytics to boost supply chain efficiency. 
The following four theoretical implications will be drawn from the research findings:

ü Conclusion one – the implementation of electronic procurement tasks directly and positively influences 
supply chain efficiency. The present analysis focused on electronic procurement abilities, which reflect both 
organizational maturity in developing the institutionalization and e-procurement technology of the e-procurement 
procedures, and the outcomes confirm which of them have an immediate connection with the supply chain 
efficiency. This finding supports earlier research, which has noted that following procurement methods has 
good impacts on the supply chain efficiency.

ü Conclusion two – analytics abilities enhance the competitiveness of a firm in terms of SCM and 
procurement, but external and internal data analytics serve various functions in the digitalization of SCM. This 
analysis contributes to the latest literature, which displays the benefits of understanding the placing of information 
sources for SCM, as general consequences are valued differently, based on the information which describes 
external or internal results.

ü Conclusion three – bodily data analytics capabilities have an immediate positive impact on the supply 
chain efficiency. This is consistent with the research conducted by Tortorella et al. (2017), that discovered which 
method solutions enjoy a significant positive connection with the supply chain efficiency. Nevertheless, a statistically 
significant influence between the organizations’ ability to use inner details and their digital procurement capabilities 
was not discovered. This means analytical features, which increase organizational understanding of the efficiency 
of inner processes, do not function as drivers for the improvement of digital procurement abilities. This plays 
a role in the debate regarding causal associations between organizational and dynamic abilities.

ü Conclusion four – outside data analytics abilities have a good, immediate effect on electronic procurement 
abilities. The electronic procurement ability mediated the good effect of outside data analytics on SC efficiency. 
The results suggest that outside data analytics features, like big data, strengthen a firm’s electronic procurement 
ability. Even though the level of utilization of outside market related details did not have a statistically significant 
influence on supply chain performance, the outside analytics ability had a significant influence on electronic 
procurement abilities. This realization supports earlier arguments about the shift in focus to dynamic rather 
than organizational abilities in the situation of digitalized SCM.

6.2. Managerial implications

Out of the managerial view, the findings highlight the benefits of increasing information from gathered 
information and digitalized procedures. Managers should focus on information utilization strategies to improve 
the operational functionality expected from the digitalization of supply chain activities. Particularly, managers 
have to think about exploiting information through new innovative approaches in electronic procurement 
operations. In summary, from an operative viewpoint, supply chain digitalization needs satisfactory details utilization 
plans at the best management level to outperform traditional tasks. As supply chain information is scattered 
in numerous locations in businesses, it is essential to cultivate the ability to find the proper sources of information, 
obtain this information instantly to help data analytics, and be ready to use it in decision-making. A prerequisite 
for using both internal and external information is that the information must be of a type which can be combined. 
In companies, attention should therefore be given to enhancing the reliability of information content, as it is a 
prerequisite for using information. This study showed distinct potential for combining information relevant to 
the procurement process and external analytics. For instance, these kinds of development locations might be in 
terminology of supplier market information, the place where the market will offer good information on changes 
in the provider field to allow for sourcing choices.
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